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We review the tolerances associated with the Final 
Focus Test Beam (FFTB). We have computed the ac- 
ceptahilit,y window of t.he input beam for orbit jitter, 
emittance beta functions mismatch, incoming dispersion 
and coupling; tolerances on magnet alignment, strength 
and mult,ipole content; and the initial tuneability capture 
of the line. 

I. The Acceptability Window. 

il. Bandwith and Energy. 

The bandwidth is defined as the energy spread range 
over which the spot size at t,he focal point (FP) does not, 
increase by more than 2%; it is of the order of f0.4%. It 
is expected that the beam actually delivered will have a 
an energy spread of the order of ~tO.2%. The tolerance 
on beam energy stability is t#hen of the order of &0.2% 
for a beam energy of 50GeV. 

H. Emit.tance and Beta functions. 

The final horizontal spot size at the FFTB scales Ein.- 

early with the emittance since we have to maintain the 
design lOa clearance along the line and change the beta- 
funct,ions accordingly. In the vertical plane, the scaling 
goes wit,h the square root of the emittance up to a factor 
of two increase in emittance. The range of beta match- 
iug covers at, least two orders of magnitude around the 
nominal beta functions in both horizont,al and vertical 
planes. 

C:. Dispersion. 

Incoming dispersion from the linac is estimated at 
t,he lcvcl of .2 to .5a and is linearly transformed to the 
focal point. The FFTB has the abilit,y to correct as much 
as 7a of dispersion at the focal point. 

D. Coupling. 

There are only two important coupling terms for tile 
FF’TIS and it, is expected that, the magnit.ude of the in- 
coming coupling is about 10%. We can correct at, least, a 
niagnit~nd(~ of 20% for both t~cm~~s. 

E. Positiou Jitter. 

The posit,ion jit,ter at the end of the linac is est,i- 
mated at, t)llc lcvrl of .2f~ and t,lia accept,ability tolerances 
are of t,11(, order of .3~, and .3a, (15O/.rnl and 55p.m) for 
the positil>n and 10,~t and .3a,, (5~l~d and .5prud) for 
the angles at, t,llc input,. However t.lie beam jitter should 
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not exceed .2~ at wire scanners in order to keep the mea- 
surement error below a 2% level. 

II. Stability Tokranccs. 

A. Tolerance Budget. 

The experience with mea.suring small spot,s at, t.he 
interaction point of the SLC is t,hat it is possible t,o mea- 
sure a relative change of 10% in the size of t,he beam 
which translates into an abilit#y to correct aberrations to 
the order of 2%. We have therefore chosen this 2% fig- 
ure as the maximum allowed increase of t,he spot size 
per aberrat,ion. The total beam size growth above de- 
sign is then expected to be 8% in the horizont,al planr (4 
contributing terms) and 14% iu t,he vertical plane (7 COII- 
tributing terms). We will also quote tolerances according 
to this 2% criterion for i~dz~irlunl clc777~3nis. We refer to 
the R&IS tolerance as t#he comhinafion in quadrat.urc of 
individual tolerances to establish t-lie design tolerance re- 
lated to a given aberra.tion. 

B. Steering. 

1Ve permit beam centroid motion at, the focal point, 
to be one standard deviation (Au* z cc). The fi~ral 

quadrupole doublet (QC2 and QXl-QCI, all treat,ed as 
one element.) position t.olerancc is then -lyfu x ut. Sillce 
most quadrupoles are 1r/2+n7r from t,lw focal point, tolcr- 
antes scale according to their strengths and ,+funct.ions: 

All,+ ?K, 
*q PYy J 

The final quaclrupole position stabilit,y t.olerance is there- 
fore of the order of the final vert*ical spot size, 60 nm. For 
the ot,lier quadrupoles the p-fun&ions arid strengt,hs put, 
these tolerances in the range O.-l to a few microns in thr, 
vertical plane and 1.6 to 10. 1~777 in the horizontal plnnc>. 
The RMS vertical displacement. tolerance is .2/1lu. 

C. Dispersion. 

Dispersion is primarily gcuc~~~~~ 11 nt t,hc focal I>oint 
by a trajectory offset in the filial qua11!.111)01(: triplcl, T!,v 
2% growth in spot size contli t ion is 1VJ.i t.l(~ii 

& 1 

uyf ” < 5 t;,.,,,, c'!, 

where < is t,lie chromat,icit,y of tlic dollhlct,. This trallx- 
lates int,o a vertical position t~olrrxncc of’ 510”. The c,flSc:l 
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at the final quadrupole can be created by a direct move- 
ment of the final quadrupole or by a displacement of an- 
other quatlrupole upstream steering t,he beam off-axis in 
the final Irns. To study this second effect we introduce 
t,he not,ioll of lattice multipliers defined as the amplifica- 
tion fact.or between the offset of a given quadrupole and 
the centroid offset in the final quadrupole. 

A~jq = (W&J AYE 

Lat.tice multipliers depend only on the lattice structure, 
not on the focal point parameters or the beam properties. 
The greater t,his multiplier the tighter the dispersion tol- 
erances on the element. Critical magnets are located at 
t.lic beginning of the FT with vert,ical alignment toler- 
ances bet,ween 10. and l.Fillm. The quadrupole at t.he 
midpoint of the CCY has a tolerance of 2/&m as it ben- 
efits from the presence of the second sextupole which 
compensates close to one half of bhe dispersion creat,ed 
by the final quadrupole. 

D. Normal Quadrupolc. 

-4 change in the final quatlrupole st,rength moves the 
waist, away froin the focal point. increasing the spot size 
at the focal point,. For a 2% increase in either the hori- 
zoulal or vert(ica.1 spot size, the st,rength tolerance is 

!+ 1 
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For the final quadrupole doublet. where both strengths 
and hct,a funct.iolls are large, the t.olerances are very tight: 
y < 2.3 x 10m5 and 2.0 x lo-” for QCl and QC2 re- 
spectively. For othrr quaclrupoles the t,ightest tolerances 
occur around the sext,upoles (large beta functions also): 
y 5 1.7 x 10m4 around SDl. Taking into account, all 
the quadrupolrs in t.he line except the final doublet, the 
HJIS tolerance is y 5 7.3 X lo-“. 

JY. Skew Quadrllpole. 

Coupling in t.he optics leads to a growth of the spot 
size at, the focal point. Because of t#lie step function pat- 
tern of the phase advance in final focus systems, there 
is only one important, aberration caused by quadrupole 
rot,at.ion and t,he t,erm representing the actual rotation of 
the beam in the physical x-y space does not appear at a 
significant level. The tolerances for quadrupole rotation 
for thp 2% increase in final spot, size constraint is given 
by: 1 CY 

*I 10 k a c,’ $ 
‘l’hey are of the order of 7 ,urad for the final quadrupoles 
and 33 /“ad for t,he rotation of all three magnets as a 
whole. It, is a property of doublets that each quadrupole 
has thr same rot8at8ion tolerances. The RMS value for 
other quadrupoles is 40 ilrad. 

F. Sextupole Alignment. 

Waist motion and coupling also appear when the 
beam is horizontally or vertically offset in a sextupole, 
which may come from an actual displacement, of the mag- 
net or from one of the chromatic correction section (CCS) 
quadrupoles steering the beam off axis in the second 
sext,upole. The same notion of multipliers applies here 
taking the second sextupole as the reference: Ax, = 
k, R&,, AZ,. If the beam is off-axis in the first, sextupole 
the effect is cancelled by t,he equal and opposite displace- 
ment in the second sextupole (-I transformation). The 
tolerances for sextupole horizontal and vertical offsets are 

1 
Ax, 5 

5 k, Max(&,,PYs)’ 

1 

\i 
Ey 

Ays < 5 k, JpJq 6, 

resulting in 3.5pm for the CCX sextupoles, and only 
0.9pm for the CCY. The vertical tolerances are 3.5pm 
and 1.4pm for the CCX and CCY respectively. The mul- 
tipliers for the quadrupoles inside the CCY and CCX to 
the second sextupoles give quadrupole horizontal align- 
ment tolerances of .7pm and lpm in CCX and CCY re- 
spectively and the cent,ral quadrupole in CCX has a ver- 
tical position tolerance of 4/rm while the one in CCY has 
to be stabilized to 0.3,um. 

G. Dipoles. 

Dipoles located inside the CCS can steer the beam 
off-axis in the second sextupole: horizontally through 
power supply jitter and vertically through dipole rota- 
tion, giving rise to norma and skew quadrupole effects 
respectively. The tolerances for the st,ability of the power 
supplies and the rotation of the magnets are given by 

AB 1 

7 ’ 5 12, RI2 t? iVlax(/3J,, &,) 

The G is the average value of the Rq matrix element 
between the entrance and the exit of the bend. For pow- 
ers supply jitter tolerances, several bending magnets con- 
nected in series are treated as one large bend. The re- 
sults are q 5 3.3 10m5 for the CCX and 1.0 10e5 for 
the CCY. Rotation tolerances are of the order of 37 prad 
for CCX and 14 prad for CCY. 

H. Sextupole and Skew Sextupole. 

The tolerances on the normal and skew sextupole 
content of the quadrupoles are expressed in terms of 
equivalent sextupole strength and under the condition 
of a 2% beam size increase: 

k,, 5 Rlin 
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and the expression for h,, is obtained by exchanging uZ 
for fly in the expression above. For FFTB the normal 
and skew sextupole tolerances are rl’,,,,, < .08 rns2 for 

QCl and h,,, _ < .004 mb2 for QC2. The RMS values 
for the other quadrupoles are Ic,, 5 ,009 mm2 and rl-,, 5 
,006 m-2. 

r 

FFTB TOLERANCES 

rime Scale Final Other Quads Sextu- 

Generator Quads Worst RMS -poles 

TO Az or AY [wl n/a 

5’ 1. 1.6 0.75 

Y’ .06 .46 .lS 

r1 Ax or AY bl n/a 

26 50: 1.G 0.8 

y’s 4.7 1.2 .7 

r2 Ak/k [1O-5] or AB [,~ad] AZ, Ay 

‘2 2 t Yf2 2. 17. 7.3 0.9 pm 

x’y’ 33. 110. 40. 1.4 pm 

73 ks [10-3m-2] ilk/k, At 

x13, x’y’2 , 5. 12. 9. 5.2 1O-3 

Y ‘3, x’2Y’> 4. 6. 6. 0.7 mrad 

111. The Capture and Tuning of the FFTB 

We will now outline the different steps necessary to 
carry out the initial capture and the tuning of the FFTB 
in order to reach the design spot size. [l] 

.4. Mechallical Aligllmelt 

Early results of alignment tolerances and tuning sim- 
ulations showed that it is possible to correct misalign- 
ments iu the line within the alignment. tolerances of 1OOp 
horizontally and 30,~ vertically. [2] The tuning involved 
orbit. bumps to caucel the dispersion at the IP and sex- 
tupolc alignment to cancel the normal and skew quadru- 
pole erects. These figures have therefore been chosen as 
the goals for the initial mechanical alignment of the line. 

D. Input Beam Matching 

IJsing a different configurat,ion of the Beta Match- 
ing sect,ion, one cau analyze the incoming beam (beta 
fuiict,ions, eniitt,ance) and match it at t#he entrance of 
the C’CX. This tuning can be verified and refined at 
a lat.er st.age {including dispersion and coupling) using 
other beta minimum points in the Beta exchanger and 
Final Transformer sections (BXx,BXy,FTy). 

C. Beam-Based Alignment 

One can determine the offset of a given quadrupole 
with respect to the beam by varying its strength and 
observing the trajectory downstream. Each quadrupole 
being mounted on a magnet mover it is possible to move 
the elements along a straight line defined by the beam. 
The straight section can then be hinged into alignement 
with other sections. With a BPM precision of lprn all 
the quadrupoles can be aligned nearly t,o tolerances. 

D. Quadrupole Tuning 

Quadrupole strengths can be probed by orbit bumps 
launched across different sections (CCX, BX, CCY, aud 
FT) by dipole correctors. As the sections all have ?r 
phase advance and there are always less than four ef- 
fective quadrupoles per section, the sensitivity of this 
process is enhanced and the system is fully determined. 
The sensitivity in the setting of the quadrupole st,rengths 
using this method is better than the required tolerance. 

E. Stability Monitoring 

Dispersion appears when the beam is off-axis in an 
element which is a source of chromaticity. By monitor- 
iug and maintaining a constant beam position at a few 
locations (final doublet, sextupoles) the dispersion can 
be stabilized for as long as one can rely on the stabil- 
ity of the BPM readings. Normal and skew quadrupole 
aberrations arise with beam position changes at the sex- 
tupoles. After aligning the sextupoles the sum of their 
BPM readings can be monitored aud should remain con- 
stant . 

F. Global Correction 

Maintaining a small spot size at the focal point will 
require the use of global correction techuiques. A global 
corrector is a knob used to cancel one aberration at the 
focal point. One can itemize the global correctors for the 
FFTB according to four time scales: The first one (TV) 
corrects for position jitter in the quadrupoles displacing 
the final spot and is determined by the feedback system 
correction frequency. The second controls the dispersion 
originating from change of quadrupole positions and is 
determined by the time one can maintain the stabilit,y 
of the line and depends on the BPAI stahilit;- at micron 
readings. The third set of global correctors cancels nor- 
mal and skew quadrupole effects. 1\‘ith orbit, humps t,o 
confirm CCS alignment, it may be possible to cstend this 
time scale (~2) beyond the BPM st,ability t.in;l~ jam). The 
fourth time scale (~3) covers remaining Iligher !J~drr aber- 
rations (e.g. sextupole setting) and is dctcrrllincd by the 
stability of magnet power supplies. f1 few miilti-knobs 
(8) finally depend ou the linac rumling contlit,ions and 
are usecl for the mat,ching of t#he incoming beam. 
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